
Murrayburn Primary School Home Learning  
Primary 6                                  Week Beginning 01/02/2021 

 

Literacy Numeracy Other tasks 

Spelling: 
(Miss D’s class use words from channel) 
Suffix -ing: complete the worksheet 
adding -ing then try the challenge on 
Sumdog.  Choose 10 Fry’s words you 
don’t know and complete one of the 
spelling activites with them.   

24 Game 
Make 24 using all 4 numbers.  

You can    +    -   x    ÷  
8 3 7 8          8 4 8 4          8 6 7 2       
8 9 8 2          1 4 6 2          1 9 6 4 

Music: Miss McDonald 
Watch the video, complete the tasks then 
post a video or explanation of your work 
on Teams. 

https://youtu.be/EI819Pg3K5c 

Listening & Talking: Listen and draw. 
Watch Miss Downies video. Or choose an 
activity from 
https://www.artforkidshub.com/how-to-
draw/  

Sumdog: 
Log into Sum Dog and complete the 
challenges!  
 

STEAM: Mrs Iles 
Please look in the STEAM channel on 
Teams for your task from Mrs Iles.  

Reading:  
Reading comprehension ‘The Sun’ - 
please choose mild, spicy or hot.  
 

 

Identify angles:  

Watch the PowerPoint presentation and 

complete the worksheet.  Use the Angles 

in the Environment sheet to record angles 

in your local area. 

Topic: If you haven’t finished your Space 
Research Project please complete this 
week.  
If you have – create a poster for one of 
the planets you haven’t researched yet.  
 
H&W: You need to log on to Teams to 
find people in your class who can be the 
answer to the questions on the sheet Find 
Someone Who…you can do this on chat, 
or through a video call the idea is that you 
have to make contact with other people in 
the class.   

Problem Solving:  
 
The Mystery of the Missing Necklace  
 

Solve the clues to find out which pupil 
saved the day by finding the necklace.  

Art 
Express yourself – Draw your feelings. 
Watch this video to explain the task. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STdJ_
_8ORyE&feature=youtu.be 
 

https://youtu.be/EI819Pg3K5c
https://www.artforkidshub.com/how-to-draw/
https://www.artforkidshub.com/how-to-draw/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STdJ__8ORyE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STdJ__8ORyE&feature=youtu.be


Writing:  
Make a set of instructions for someone to 
play a card/board game. Imagine they 
have never played the game before.  
Some game ideas... 

• Connect 4 
• Top trumps 
• Monopoly  
• Snap 

 
Look at the success criteria below!  
 

You will find the sheets below or in the 
learning grids channel.     
 
 

Daily Tasks:  

• Read for 15 minutes a day or listen to 
the stories in files on Teams  

• Practise your number bonds or times 
tables  

• Try to do 15 minutes of physical 
activity every day –remember Joe 
Wicks is back on 3 times a week 

 

P6 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

Literacy Numeracy Other 

Fry’s Common Words 
https://d3jc3ahdjad7x7.cloudfront.net/tkeR8
emKEhn7NawPiMG4JtE8NJHek5DTEFpMzzRY
GKI1PYdt.pdf 
 
Writing – Success criteria  

• Use ‘How to play’ in the title. 

• List the materials/equipment you will 
need to play eg paper, cards. 

• Number or bullet point your 
instructions in the correct order.  

• Focus on your openers; First, Then, 
Next, Finally. 

• Use correct punctuation (capital 
letters, full stops, commas) 

• Remember to read over work to 
check for errors.  

 

https://www.sumdog.com/user/sign_in?to=
%2Fhouse 
 

Art 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STdJ__8
ORyE&feature=youtu.be 
 
Topic 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoPts
nIcSv8&t=1s 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dvhl89
1zGqU&t=168s 
 
Music 

https://youtu.be/EI819Pg3K5c 

 

https://d3jc3ahdjad7x7.cloudfront.net/tkeR8emKEhn7NawPiMG4JtE8NJHek5DTEFpMzzRYGKI1PYdt.pdf
https://d3jc3ahdjad7x7.cloudfront.net/tkeR8emKEhn7NawPiMG4JtE8NJHek5DTEFpMzzRYGKI1PYdt.pdf
https://d3jc3ahdjad7x7.cloudfront.net/tkeR8emKEhn7NawPiMG4JtE8NJHek5DTEFpMzzRYGKI1PYdt.pdf
https://www.sumdog.com/user/sign_in?to=%2Fhouse
https://www.sumdog.com/user/sign_in?to=%2Fhouse
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STdJ__8ORyE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=STdJ__8ORyE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoPtsnIcSv8&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoPtsnIcSv8&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dvhl891zGqU&t=168s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dvhl891zGqU&t=168s
https://youtu.be/EI819Pg3K5c


The Mystery of the Missing Necklace 
Valentine’s Day Maths Mystery Game

A junior school have been celebrating Valentine’s Day with their 

annual Valentine’s Day disco! The school hall has been decorated 

with bunting, heart-shaped balloons and fairy lights, and the 

party is in full swing.

As the DJ prepares to play the final song, one of the pupils begins 

to panic – they have lost their necklace! Immediately, the teachers 

and pupils begin searching for the missing jewellery, desperately 

trying to find it before the party is over. 

Solve the clues to find out which pupil saved the day and found 

the necklace.

Good luck!

?
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The Mystery of the Missing Necklace 

Name
Boy or 

Girl

Hair 

Colour

Year 

Group

Favourite 

Subject

Favourite 

Colour

Ava Girl Ginger 3 Music Blue

Balvinder Girl Black 6 Music Red

Carter Boy Brown 5 Computing Pink

Destiny Girl Black 3 Maths Green

Elias Boy Brown 4 Music Yellow

Fred Boy Ginger 6 Music Yellow

Gurvinder Boy Black 5 Computing Green

Harry Boy Blonde 6 Science Yellow

Isla Girl Black 6 Maths Blue

Jack Boy Ginger 3 English Blue

Kaylee Girl Black 4 Computing Pink

Li Boy Brown 5 English Red

Malik Boy Blonde 3 Maths Blue

Nikita Girl Ginger 6 Computing Green

Oscar Boy Blonde 4 Maths Red

Poppy Girl Brown 5 Science Red

Quinn Boy Brown 3 English Green

Rhys Boy Brown 5 Computing Blue

Selma Girl Black 4 English Pink

Terrence Boy Ginger 6 Maths Green

Uri Girl Black 5 English Pink

Victoria Girl Blonde 3 Computing Pink

William Boy Black 4 English Green

Xanthe Girl Black 5 Computing Yellow

Yaseem Boy Brown 6 English Red

Zoe Girl Blonde 4 Science Red
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The Mystery of the Missing Necklace 

Clue 1: Percentages of Amounts
Solve the following problems. 

The solution that occurs the most will give a clue to who found the lost necklace.

60% of 20 = 40% of 45 = 25% of 60 = 

75% of 24 = 50% of 30 = 40% of 30 = 

25% of 48 = 30% of 50 = 80% of 15 = 

12 15 18

The pupil doesn’t have 
ginger hair.

The pupil doesn’t have 
black hair.

The pupil doesn’t have 
brown hair.

Clue: 
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The Mystery of the Missing Necklace 

Clue 2: Multiplying Decimals
Find a path through the maze by colouring in the multiplication facts that are correct. You can 

only move vertically or horizontally.

The path will reveal a clue about the pupil’s favourite subject. Take care – there are some tricks 

in this maze! 

Start
0.02 × 7 =  

0.14
0.8 × 5 =  

4
0.3 × 7 =  

2.1
0.9 × 5 =  

0.45

0.06 × 4 =  
0.24

0.02 × 7 =  
0.014

0.9 × 4 =  
36

0.5 × 3 =  
1.5

0.06 × 2 =  
1.2

0.4 × 12 =  
4.8

0.07 × 11 =  
0.77

0.2 × 34 =  
6.8

0.08 × 18 =  
0.144

0.9 × 24 =  
21.6

0.3 × 15 =  
0.45

0.07 × 18 =  
1.24

0.05 × 24 =  
1.2

0.8 × 13 =  
104

0.06 × 25 =  
1.5

0.04 × 52 =  
2.08

0.9 × 36 =  
32.4

0.05 × 23 =  
1.15

0.8 × 42 =  
36

0.03 × 56 =  
1.68

0.7 × 22 =  
15.4

0.09 × 48 =  
43.2

0.4 × 37 =  
12.8

0.02 × 98 =  
1.96

0.8 × 75 =  
60

The pupil’s 

favourite subject 

isn’t science.

The pupil’s 

favourite subject 

isn’t computing.

The pupil’s 

favourite subject 

isn’t maths.

The pupil’s 

favourite subject 

isn’t English.

The pupil’s 

favourite subject 

isn’t music.

Clue: 
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The Mystery of the Missing Necklace 

Clue 3: Area of Triangles and Quadrilaterals
Calculate the area of each shape. Find the area in the grid and cross it off.

The one remaining box will give you a clue about the person who found the necklace.

Area = Area = 

Area = Area = 

Area = Area = 

Area = Area = 

216cm2

blue or yellow

140cm2

green or pink

72cm2

yellow or red

35cm2

blue or green

90cm2

pink or yellow

81cm2

red or green

64cm2

pink or blue

80cm2

pink or red

49cm2

green or yellow

Clue: The pupil who found the necklace has a favourite colour of  

or .

7cm

5cm

7cm

7cm

18cm

12cm

15cm
10cm

20cm

3cm
16cm

24cm

7cm

9cm

9cm

12 
cm
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The Mystery of the Missing Necklace 

Clue 4: Conversion of Measures
Are these maths statements true or false? If the statement is true, put a tick. If it is false, 

put a cross.

Count the number of ticks and crosses.

If there are more ticks than crosses, the person who found the necklace is a girl.

If there are more crosses than ticks, the person who found the necklace is a boy.

True False 

1.23kg = 1230g

235mm = 2.35cm

1 hour = 3000 seconds

6.78km = 6780m

4g = 0.004kg

One week = 144 hours

7.091l = 7091ml

34cm = 3.4m

12 hours = 720 minutes

Total

Clue: The pupil who found the necklace is a girl/a boy. 

(Circle the correct answer.)
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The Mystery of the Missing Necklace 

Clue 5: Decimal Place Value
Circle the place value that matches the bold underlined digit.

The column with the most correct answers will tell you which year group the child who found 

the necklace is in.

1.476 7 ones 7 tenths 7 hundredths 7 thousandths

2.096 6 thousandths 6 tenths 6 ones 6 hundredths

71.96 9 ones 9 tenths 9 thousandths 9 tens

3.005 0 ones 0 thousandths 0 hundredths 0 tenths

23.915 3 tens 3 tenths 3 ones 3 thousandths

3.724 2 tenths 2 hundredths 2 thousandths 2 ones

0.057 7 ones 7 hundredths 7 tenths 7 thousandths

28.93 9 tenths 9 ones 9 tens 9 hundredths

18.752 7 tens 7 ones 7 tenths 7 hundredths

3 4 5 6

Clue: The pupil who found the necklace is in year 3 / 4 / 5 / 6.

The pupil responsible for finding the necklace is: 

(Circle the correct answer.)
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Right Angle

A right angle is 90⁰.



Acute Angle

An acute angle is less than 90⁰.



Obtuse Angle

An obtuse angle is more than 90⁰ and less than 180⁰.



Straight Angle

A straight angle is exactly 180⁰.



Reflex Angle

A reflex angle is greater than 180⁰ and less than 360⁰.



What kind of angle is this?

Obtuse Straight ReflexRight Acute



What kind of angle is this?

Obtuse Straight ReflexAcuteRight



What kind of angle is this?

Straight ReflexAcuteRight Obtuse



What kind of angle is this?

ReflexAcuteRight Obtuse Straight



What kind of angle is this?

AcuteRight Obtuse Straight Reflex





Angles in the Environment
I have investigated angles in the environment, and can discuss, describe and classify angles using appropriate mathematical vocabulary. MTH 2-17a

Find as many angles as you can around you, decide on what type of angle they would be and then try to accurately estimate the size of 

the angles.

If you are able to easily measure any of the angles, you can check your estimates once you have finished hunting!

Description of Angle Found
Type of Angle  

e.g. right, acute, obtuse, reflex
Estimation of Size of Angle

e.g. corner of the room right angle 90°
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Types of Angles Worksheet 
Look at these different angles: Write the type of angle:

Right Angle - a square 90o.

Obtuse Angle - is greater than 
a right angle but less than a 
straight line (as anything over 
180o is a reflex angle).

Acute Angle - is smaller than a 
right angle.

1. 2.

3. 4.

5. 6.

7. 8.





1. What gases is the Sun mainly made from?

Questions About The Sun

2. How long does it take energy to reach Earth from the Sun?

3. How far away is the Sun from Earth?

4. What type of star is the Sun now?

5. List the 4 layers of the Sun from the centre to the outside.

6. What keeps our solar system of planets orbiting the Sun?

7. Solar means ‘relating to the Sun’. Think of another example where we use the word ‘solar’.

8. Will the Sun last forever? If not, why not?
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9. Why has the author used an exclamation mark in this sentence to show surprise?

   ‘It takes about 170,000 years for the energy to move from the core to the convection zone!’

10. Look at the final line - where do you think humans will be by then?
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Questions About The Sun

1. What gases is the Sun mainly made from?

Hydrogen and helium

2. How long does it take energy to reach Earth from the Sun?

8 minutes

3. How far away is the Sun from the Earth?

149.6 million km

4. What type of star is the Sun now?

A yellow dwarf

5. List the 4 layers of the Sun from the centre to the outside.

Core, radiative zone, convection zone, the photosphere.

6. What keeps our solar system of planets orbiting the Sun?

The Sun’s gravity

7. Solar means ‘relating to the Sun’. Think of another example where we use the word ‘solar’. 

Any including: solar panels, solar energy, solar power, solar eclipse, solarium, solar 

cell, solar year

8. Will the Sun last forever? If not, why not?

No. It will use all its energy eventually. 

Discuss around: 170,000 years is probably much longer than you would guess it would 

take for energy to move from the core to the next layer.

9. Why has the author used an exclamation mark in this sentence to show surprise?

   ‘It takes about 170,000 years for the energy to move from the core to the convection zone!’

10. Look at the final line - where do you think humans will be by then?

Open ended for discussion. 

There’s every possibility we may be in other solar systems or galaxies by then.

Answers
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4. What type of star is the Sun now?
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8. Will the Sun last forever? If not, why not?
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9. In the final paragraph it says that Earth will become ‘a bit like a greenhouse’. A greenhouse is            

warm and moist inside because of the glass that lets heat and light in and keeps it in. Our Earth is 

not surrounded by glass, so what will let the heat and light in and keep it in? 

10. Look at the final line - where do you think humans will be by then?
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1. What gases is the Sun mainly made from?

Hydrogen and helium

2. How long does it take energy to reach Earth from the Sun?

8 minutes

3. How far away is the Sun from the Earth?

149.6 million km

4. What type of star is the Sun now?

A yellow dwarf

5. List the different layers of the Sun from the centre to the outside.

Core, radiative zone, convection zone, the photosphere, chromosphere, corona

6. What keeps our solar system of planets orbiting the Sun?

The Sun’s gravity

7. Solar means ‘relating to the Sun’. Think of two (or more) examples where we use the word ‘solar’.

Any including: solar panels, solar energy, solar power, solar eclipse, solarium, solar 

cell, solar year

8. Will the Sun last forever? If not, why not?

No. It will use all its energy eventually. 

Answers

The atmosphere

9. In the final paragraph it says that Earth will become ‘a bit like a greenhouse’. A greenhouse is            

warm and moist inside because of the glass that lets heat and light in and keeps it in. Our Earth is 

not surrounded by glass, so what will let the heat and light in and keep it in? 

10. Look at the final line - where do you think humans will be by then?

Open ended for discussion. 

There’s every possibility we may be in other solar systems or galaxies by then.

Questions About The Sun
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Questions About The Sun

1. What gases is the Sun mainly made from?

Hydrogen and helium

2. How long does it take energy to reach Earth from the Sun?

8 minutes

3. In the final paragraph the author uses the word ‘unimaginable’. Why have they used this word?

Discuss: because it is such a long time (much longer than our lifetimes or even back 

as far as Henry the VIII or our family trees). It is such a long time ago that we have 

nothing to compare it with and cannot imagine it. 

4. What type of star is the Sun now?

A yellow dwarf

5. List the different layers of the Sun from the centre to the outside.

Core, radiative zone, convection zone, the photosphere, chromosphere, corona

6. What keeps our solar system of planets orbiting the Sun?

The Sun’s gravity

7. Solar means ‘relating to the Sun’. Think of two (or more) examples where we use the word ‘solar’.

Any including: solar panels, solar energy, solar power, solar eclipse, solarium, solar 

cell, solar year

8. Will the Sun last forever? If not, why not?

No. It will use all its energy eventually. 

The atmosphere

9. In the final paragraph it says that Earth will become ‘a bit like a greenhouse’. A greenhouse is            

warm and moist inside because of the glass that lets heat and light in and keeps it in. Our Earth is 

not surrounded by glass, so what will let the heat and light in and keep it in? 

Answers
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10. Look at the final line - where do you think humans will be by then?

Open ended for discussion. 

There’s every possibility we may be in other solar systems or galaxies by then.
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Suffix -ing
Guster the dragon is supposed to be organising his treasure by adding suffixes, but he has got 

all mixed up! Can you help him? For each root word, decide what rule Guster should follow to 

add the suffix and write the full word in the correct sack. 

put

miss

stick 

sell

look

believe

swim

rule

care

run

hope

hit

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

+ing

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                        

- e

+ ing

double letter

+ ing

Guster has made some mistakes. Can you 

let him know whether his words are spelled 

correctly (✓) or incorrectly (x)?

Word ✓/x

walking

spoting

thinkking

stareing

clapping

sailling

For each of Guster’s incorrect words,  

write the correct spelling below:
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Suffix -ing Answers
Guster the dragon is supposed to be organising his treasure by adding suffixes, but he has got 

all mixed up! Can you help him? For each root word, decide what rule Guster should follow to 

add the suffix and write the full word in the correct sack. 

Guster has made some mistakes. Can you 

let him know whether his words are spelled 

correctly (✓) or incorrectly (x)?

Word ✓/x

walking ✓

spoting x

thinkking x

stareing x

clapping ✓

sailling x

For each of Guster’s incorrect words,  

write the correct spelling below:

spotting

thinking

staring

sailing

missing

selling

looking

sticking

running

hitting

putting

swimming

+ing

hoping

ruling

caring

believing

- e

+ ing

double letter

+ ing
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Building Resilience Keep Connected Find Someone Who… 

 

You have to find people in your class who can be the answer 

to these questions.  Log on to Teams and chat with different 

people.  You could do this through the chat facility or through 

video call.  You can only use a person once.  Good luck. 

 

Find Someone Who… 

Plays a musical instrument  

Has a white front door   
Has a birthday in the same month as you  
Has a 5 letter name  
Has an older sister   
Has 2 brothers   
Has something in their room that you have too  
Is a size 12 in shoes   
Is part of a sports team  
Has an attic in their house   
Has met someone famous (& say who they met)  
Has been to Blackpool  
Can swim   
Has the same initials as you   
Who is wearing blue when you speak to them  
Wasn’t in your class in primary 2   
Has a blind in their livingroom  
Has more than 2 cushions on their couch  
Has a pet   
Has a grey wall / wallpaper in their house   


